Optimization of primary drying condition for pharmaceutical lyophilization using a novel simulation program with a predictive model for dry layer resistance.
The purpose of this study was to develop a novel simulation program to accurately predict the maximum product temperature and the primary drying time in lyophilization using the predictive model for dry layer resistance, which is the resistance of dried cake against water vapor flow. Ten percent sucrose aqueous solution was selected as a model formulation. It was demonstrated that the deviations between the predicted and measured maximum product temperature were attributed to the error of dry layer resistance at a given drying condition, which was different from the measured dry layer resistance in a preliminary lyophilization run for the simulation program. However, when the predictive model of dry layer resistance was used for the simulation program, the model remarkably enhanced the accuracy of the simulation program to predict the maximum product temperature and primary drying time under various operating conditions. Furthermore, the primary drying condition required for minimized drying at a close collapse temperature was successfully discovered through one preliminary run. Therefore, it is expected that the developed simulation program is useful for designing the lyophilization cycle without a trial and error approach.